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Scale Logic’s Interoperability Lab qualifies Adobe Creative Cloud with the
Genesis Platform and enterprise solutions from NetApp, HPE and Hitachi.
See Scale Logic at IBC 2017
(Bloomington, MN – September, 13, 2017 ) In order to understand customer workflow
and mirror it internally prior to deployment, Scale Logic has invested over $1M in
industry specific applications and network infrastructure to create a fully-functioning,
media-centric interoperability lab. The multi-functional lab gives creative professionals
the ability to create and test across different technologies. Visitors to IBC can meet the
Scale Logic team at 7.H39.
“In the Media & Entertainment (M&E) industry, very few workflows are the same, so
allowing customers access to the lab allows them to try several types of technology to
ensure confidence in their investment. Our customers will be able to collaborate at
unprecedented levels and the ability to mix and match tools to fit their workflow needs
and budgets,” stated Daryl Heinis, CTO, Scale Logic.
Interoperability testing ensures that converged solutions are integrated based on strict
guidelines including OS versioning, drivers, connectivity, servers, workstations, and
applications. The lab integrates over 75 M&E workflow and editing applications such as
Adobe® Premiere® Pro CC, Telestream Vantage, Reach Engine by Levels Beyond, and
others, and utilizes various storage platforms: Block Level SAN, Scale-Out NAS, SAN
appliances, NAS, and Archive.
Heinis commented, “One of the lab’s most valuable features is the 24x7 access it allows
for M&E partners, editors, and end-users around the world to test the differences in SAN,
NAS, Scale-Out NAS and other associated technologies which has allowed for a more
educated decision for our customers and partners.”
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About Scale Logic
Scale Logic is a storage-centric solutions company, servicing broadcast, OTT, streaming,
and video production workflows. These solutions are designed specifically for customers
requiring high-performance, highly reliable data storage and network infrastructure.
Scale Logic’s value to customers is demonstrated by its consultative approach and
customer support for entry-level and mid-tier storage solutions, to global enterprise
platforms, including Scale-Out NAS, SAN, and archive. Scale Logic offers a complete
suite of lifecycle management, workflow enhancements, solution design, installation,
extended warranty options, and system integration.
If you are at IBC 2017 (Stand: 7.H39), come explore demos on our Genesis Unlimited
Appliance featuring SSD performance driving compressed and uncompressed 4K
workflows. See demos of HyperFS file system and extended warranty support options for
tier one OEMs like; EMC, HDS, IBM and Brocade.
To learn more, please visit http://scalelogicinc.com/trade-shows-events/IBC-2017.

